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1

Introduction
Building a framework for deployment and operation of Internet of Things (IoT) service orchestration is a
complex task, since it needs to address two major challenges: a strong availability and an abstraction layer
to deal with heterogeneous devices. In order to tackle the challenge of availability, the Brain IoT project
has chosen to rely on Paremus service Fabric1, which provides distribution, monitoring and automatic
recovery in case of node failure. Regarding the interaction with heterogeneous devices, the Eclipse
sensiNact middleware2 has been chosen for its capability to interact with a wide variety of equipment and
protocols, as well as its extensibility mechanisms. The purpose of deliverable 4.2 is to provide a platform
using the best of those two enablers, thanks to evolutions of the two code-bases in order to integrate
them gracefully. For this reason, deliverable 4.2 is provided as source code.
This deliverable is a software release type of deliverable. The goal of the present notice is to help technical
and non-technical stakeholders to understand the purpose of the source code which has been delivered,
and to provide useful links to retrieve, build and run the platform.
The software stack is still under construction. It will be delivered in its final version at the end of the project,
as part of deliverable 4.5 entitled “Final Deployment and operation enablers”.

1.1

Related documents

ID

Title

Reference

Version

Date

[RD.1]

Initial Discovery Search Composition and Orchestration
Enablers

D4.1

1.0

M10

[RD.2]

Initial Enablers for Dynamic Distribution of IoT Behaviour

D3.3

1.0

M15

[RD.3]

Integration and Lab Scale Evaluation

D6.2

1.0

M12

Table 1 - Related documents

1
2

https://paremus.com/products/#psf
https://projects.eclipse.org/projects/technology.sensinact
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2

Architecture
As originally envisaged sensiNact comprised of single runtime Agent which combined both Device Edge
integration (via pluggable and interchangeable OSGi3™ device / gateway components) and an associated
Management Service. As shown (Figure 1 - left), the sensiNact agent was envisaged as the
connectivity/processing/management hub between local physical devices and a remote Cloud.

Figure 1: sensiNact before (at left) and after (at right) BRAIN-IoT

In contrast to this IoT hub and spoke model (3rd Part remote Cloud and local gateways), BRAIN-IoT seeks
to create highly scalable and adaptive on-premises processing `Fabrics` (i.e. on-premises Cloud
environments) which can run - when necessary – detached from the Internet in a fully Autonomous manner
(Figure 1 - right).
To align with these BRAIN-IoT objectives, sensiNact was decomposed into two independently deployable
functional components:
•

•

1: N sensiNact Gateway Services: Each Gateway providing the integration with the physical device/s it
is representing and managing. The sensiNact Gateway component provides the physical device
integration required by the host BRAIN-IoT Edge Node. Figure 2 shows two sensiNact Gateway based
BRAIN-IoT Edge Nodes.
A sensiNact Management service: The sensiNact Manager is responsible for managing the population
of sensiNact Gateways within the local environment. Figure 2 shows the sensiNact Manager deployed
to a general-purpose BRAIN-IoT compute node.

As sensiNact was already a highly modular modern OSGi™/Java based project (OSGi being the industry
standard for Java modularity); this functional decomposition was easily achieved.
3

Open Services Gateway Initiative, https://www.osgi.org/
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Figure 2: sensiNact deployed within a BRAIN-IoT Fabric.

As shown (Figure 2), sensiNact gateways will be responsible for the connectivity and management with a
number of diverse physical devices and external Service API’s:
•
•

For the EMALCSA the water management use case – SICA (Service API), the system responsible of the
critical infrastructure.
For the Robotnik Manufacture use case - the elevator/door API (physical devices) and the Robotnik
ROB1.

For further details on BRAIN-IoT Use Cases see D6.2.
In addition to hosting sensiNact Gateways, BRAIN-IoT Edge Nodes also host environment/context specific
behaviours: i.e. ‘BRAIN-IoT Smart Behaviours’. These local behaviours consume local data streams from the
physical device (via the sensiNact Gateway) and issue commands back to the Device (via the sensiNact
Gateway). Examples of interactions within a BRAIN-IoT Edge Node between the local sensiNact Gateway
and the local Smart Behaviour include:
• A local activation trigger in response to an alarm in the SICA system.
• An open elevator door trigger in response to a request from a robot in the proximity of the door.
Each sensiNact Gateway asynchronously interacts via its North Bound API’s with any local Smart Behaviours
via the BRAIN-IoT Event Bus implementation: see D3.3.
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2.1.1

sensiNact and BRAIN-IoT Fabric Infrastructure

Both sensiNact components and Smart Behaviours must be deployable to the appropriate physical
locations within a BRAIN-IoT environment. Also, in order that distributed sensiNact Gateway and
Management services can interact with each other, they must be able to ‘Discover’ each other and then
interact via some form of ‘Remoting’ mechanism.
These responsibilities are the concern of the Paremus Service Fabric.
The Paremus Service Fabric is a lightweight & resource agnostic distributed runtime; able to run on a single
Raspberry Pi, or across 10,000’s of physical or virtual machines. The Service Fabric is a highly modular
OSGi™/Java-based runtime platform that can dynamically assemble composite applications or manage
more traditional Micro Service / Container based deployments. A Service Fabric is operationally simple to
install and manage – with core management services being self-configuring and self-repairing. Fabrics
provide secure encrypted communications between all participants; the OSGi software artefacts being used
at each point in time, and the provenance of those artefacts, always known.
The Service Fabric provides the runtime foundations for BRAIN-IoT project.
As sensiNact Gateway and Management components are OSGi Declarative Services based
(https://enroute.osgi.org/FAQ/300-declarative-services.html); they are able to leverage the OSGi Remote
Service Specification (https://osgi.org/specification/osgi.cmpn/7.0.0/service.remoteservices.html) - to
communicate across a local area network environment. The necessary Discovery, Serialisation & Remoting
mechanisms are transparently provided to the sensiNact components by the Paremus Service Fabric: for
further
details
see
Deliverable
4.1
(downloadable
from
http://www.BRAINIoT.eu/?smd_process_download=1&download_id=916).
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3

Installation
A complete installation procedure of sensiNact leveraged with the Paremus fabrics will be available once
the integration between these two enablers finalised (to be delivered in the Deliverables 4.4 and 4.5 in
Month 30 and 32 respectively) .In the meantime, these two main BRAIN-IoT enablers, partially integrated,
can be installed and run by following the instructions given below.

3.1

Paremus Service Fabric

The following section provides an overview on the BRAIN-IoT Fabric installation process.
3.1.1

Background and Requirements

Whether a local Raspberry Pi, or a virtual machine or container in a 3rd Party Cloud environment, the current
Service Fabric installation processes is based on Ansible agentless architecture; this in-turn using OpenSSH
(Linux) or WinRM (Microsoft): the advantage of this approach being that there are no agents to exploit or
update.
Ansible communicates with remote machines over the Secure Shell (SSH) protocol. By default, Ansible will
use native OpenSSH for remote communication. SSH is a cryptographic network protocol, which allows
users to securely perform several network services over an unsecured network. SSH keys provide a more
secure way of logging into a server with SSH than using a password alone. While a password can eventually
be cracked with a brute force attack, SSH keys are nearly impossible to decipher by brute force alone.
To participate as a BRAIN-IoT/Service Fabric “Fibre” – each physical compute resource needs a private key;
the public key being on the compute host from which the Service Fabric software is deployed. For details
on how to create SSH Public / Private keys see - https://www.digitalocean.com/community/tutorials/howto-set-up-ssh-keys--2 .
3.1.2

Installing Service Fabric software

Select the install/bootstrap node which will be used to create the required Fabric. This bootstrap node may
or may not be a member of the Service Fabric.
Download

the

Paremus

Service

https://paremus.com/download/#Evalreg

Fabric

software

to

the

bootstrap

node

from

.

Once downloaded, click to execute the install JAR. The install wizard prompts for the following
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Welcome – Version, Documentation and Support URL’s
License – accept then
Target Path – select file system path for install (NB no spaces in pathname)
Select Install Packages – as the default
Summary Configuration Data
Installation
Licence Installation – specify location of license file (license.ini)
Installation Finished

– click ‘Next’
– click ‘Next’
– click ‘Next’
– click ‘Next’
– click ‘Next’
– click ‘Next’
– click ‘Next’
– click ‘Done’

The Service Fabric software is now installed on the bootstrap node.
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Note that the ‘Installation Finish’ has the option to create an install configuration script based on the
configurations you’ve provided.
One may avoid the manual interaction with the install Wizard’s User Interface (UI) by modifying the
following install configuration file as follows:
Update:
• Line 6 with the desired – install path
• Line 9 with the desired - Fabric Name
• Line 14 with the location of the Service Fabric license file.
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" standalone="no"?>
<AutomatedInstallation langpack="eng">
<com.izforge.izpack.panels.HTMLInfoPanel id="UNKNOWN (com.izforge.izpack.panels.HTMLInfoPanel)"/>
<com.izforge.izpack.panels.HTMLLicencePanel id="UNKNOWN (com.izforge.izpack.panels.HTMLLicencePanel)"/>
<com.izforge.izpack.panels.TargetPanel id="UNKNOWN (com.izforge.izpack.panels.TargetPanel)">
<installpath>/Applications/fabric-1.14.0.RC1</installpath>
</com.izforge.izpack.panels.TargetPanel>
<com.izforge.izpack.panels.PacksPanel id="UNKNOWN (com.izforge.izpack.panels.PacksPanel)">
<pack index="0" name="Fabric" selected="true"/>
</com.izforge.izpack.panels.PacksPanel>
<com.izforge.izpack.panels.SummaryPanel id="UNKNOWN (com.izforge.izpack.panels.SummaryPanel)"/>
<com.izforge.izpack.panels.InstallPanel id="UNKNOWN (com.izforge.izpack.panels.InstallPanel)"/>
<com.izforge.izpack.panels.UserInputPanel id="UNKNOWN (com.izforge.izpack.panels.UserInputPanel)">
<userInput>
<entry key="licensePath" value="/Applications/fabric-1.14.0.RC1/etc/license.ini"/>
</userInput>
</com.izforge.izpack.panels.UserInputPanel>
<com.izforge.izpack.panels.ProcessPanel id="UNKNOWN (com.izforge.izpack.panels.ProcessPanel)"/>
<com.izforge.izpack.panels.ShortcutPanel id="UNKNOWN (com.izforge.izpack.panels.ShortcutPanel)"/>
<com.izforge.izpack.panels.FinishPanel id="UNKNOWN (com.izforge.izpack.panels.FinishPanel)"/>
</AutomatedInstallation>

Using this modified install configuration, the Service Fabric software many be installed on the command
line with the command:
’java -jar fabric-installer-eval.jar Fabric-Install-Script’
– where ’Fabric-Install-Script’ is your customized configuration file.
3.1.3

Configuring and Creating the Fabric

Having installed the Service Fabric change directory to `$fabricinstall/etc/ansible` directory. First modify
the `hosts` file to include the desired Fabric nodes.
[infra]
ip_address_1
ip_address_2
ip_address_3
[simple]
ip_address_4
ip_address_5
ip_address_6
ip_address_7
ip_address_8
ip_address_9

To launch a Fabric name ‘myFabric’ use the following command:
‘$ ansible-playbook -e "fabric=myFabric" launch.yml’

Once completed the Service Fabric management service can be access on any of the infrastructure fibre
URL’s.
‘https:// [ip_address_1,ip_address_2,ip_address_3,ip_address_4]:9106‘
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To stop the running fabric use the following command:
‘$ ansible-playbook -e "fabric=myFabric" teardown.yml’
3.1.4

Connecting to your Fabric

Enter the Service Fabric Management URL into your browser will now take you to the Service Fabric login
page (Figure 3). As this is a Service Fabric evaluation enter the following default account details:
Username = AdminUser Password = AdminUser

Figure 3: Service Fabric – Login

Figure 4: Service Fabric Resource View

Which will take you to the Service Fabricʼs front page (Figure 4). You are now shown the population of Service
Fabric fibres (OSGi runtimes).
BRAIN-IoT system, or any other System may now be imported from a BRAIN-IoT repository, by providing
the System URL to the `import` command on System tab. For a definition of a BRAIN-IoT System see D4.1.

3.2

Eclipse sensiNact
Eclipse sensiNact is an open source software hosted by the Eclipse Foundation. This later organization
hosts the source code using GIT4 version control system.
A full documentation is available online5 6. Here are the main steps in order to run the Eclipse sensiNact
platform.

https://git-scm.com
https://wiki.eclipse.org/SensiNact/gateway-installation
6
https://wiki.eclipse.org/SensiNact/gateway-remote
4
5
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3.2.1

Gateway installation

1. Fetch the sources using GIT: to ease the identification of the relevant source code, the GIT repository is
tagged with label “BRAIN-IoT-D4.2-v1.0”7. This version is fully functional and integrated with the core of
Paremus Service Fabric. Note that the integration with the devices and the smart behaviour has not been
released yet.

Figure 5: Eclipse source code repository, with BRAIN-IoT tag highlighted

‘$git clone https://git.eclipse.org/r/sensinact/org.eclipse.sensinact.gateway’
2. Double check that you are running Maven 3:
‘$mvn -version’
3. Enter inside the newly created folder of sensiNact and compile it:
‘$cd org.eclipse.sensinact.gateway’
‘$mvn clean install -DskipTests’
The sensiNact distribution has been generated inside the repository distribution/sensinact-distributiongenerator/target/sensinact.
4. Launch sensiNact Gateway
Once installed, enter the distribution directory:
‘$cd distribution/sensinact-distribution-generator/target/sensinact’

7

https://git.eclipse.org/c/sensinact/org.eclipse.sensinact.gateway.git/tag/?h=Brain-IoT-D4.2-v1.0
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And make the sensinact executable runnable:
‘$chmod a+x ./sensinct’
You can now configure the modules you need using the following command:
‘$./sensinact -c’
Some modules require to activate other modules to run. For example, each module using the USB require
the USB module to activated. In a near future, we plan to automate the activation of dependencies modules
accordingly to the modules activated by the user.
For now, if you don't know what to select, you can start with the following modules:
• application: the app' manager
• http: http server
• json-path: for queries
• rest: the rest API
• simulation: the simulated devices
Once, you finished the configuration of the modules, you can start sensiNact using the following command.
‘$./sensinact’
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3.2.2

Eclipse sensiNact Studio installation

First download and configure the Eclipse IDE as follows:
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Eclipse download and start-up
1. Download “Eclipse IDE for Java and DSL developers8” (tested with version 2019-06);
2. Extract the archive to the directory of your choice;
3. Run the eclipse executable.
EMF transaction installation
1. Go to Help / Install new software;
2. Work with: http://download.eclipse.org/releases/2019-03 (already existing);
3. Select Modeling / EMF Model Transaction SDK;
4. Install.
Restlet installation
1. Go to Help / Install new software
2. Work with: http://p2.restlet.com/2.2/ (to be added);
3. Select :
1. Restlet Core
2. inside Standards support : Restlet Extension - JSON
3. inside Third-Party integrations : Restlet Extension - Jackson
4. Install.
Nebula installation
1. Go to Help / Install new software;
2. Work with: http://download.eclipse.org/nebula/snapshot (to be added);
3. Select Nebula Release Individual Widgets; (or Nebula Release all Widgets Examples / Nebula Widgets)
4. Install.
Jetty installation (to be double checked)
1. Go to Help / Install new software;
2. Work with: http://download.eclipse.org/jetty/updates/jetty-bundles-9.x/ (to be added);
3. Select all;
4. Install.

Now install and configure the sensiNact Studio as follows:
1.

2.

3.

4.

8

Clone the sensiNact Studio GIT repository
1. HTTP url : git clone https://git.eclipse.org/r/sensinact/org.eclipse.sensinact.studio
2. SSH url : git clone ssh://git.eclipse.org/sensinact/org.eclipse.sensinact.studio
Import all plugins into the workspace
1. File / Import...;
2. General / Existing Projects into Workspace;
3. Select root directory --> the studio repository;
4. Check all the projects;
5. Click on finish.
Code generation: the generated code is NOT part of the repository. You need to generate it!
1. EMF model
1. In the project org.eclipse.sensinact.studio.model.resource open the file models > resource.genmodel
2. In the editor, right click at the root of the tree (on Resource element) and click Generate All
3. (note that the generated test code is not mandatory)
2. XText language
1. In the project org.eclipse.sensinact.studio.language.sensinact select the
file src > org.eclipse.sensinact.studio.language > GenerateSensinact.mwe2
2. Right click on the file, and execute Run As > MWE2 workflow
3. (note that the generated test code is not mandatory)
First Studio Execution
1. Run / Run configurations...;
2. Double click on Eclipse Application to create a new runner;
3. Run.

https://www.eclipse.org/downloads/packages/
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4. In the new Eclipse instance, open sensiNact studio perspective
1. Window > Perspective > Open Perspective > Other...
2. Open Sensinact Studio perspective

Figure 6: sensiNact Studio.

3.2.3

BRAIN-IoT Installation

In contract to the manual approach just described, sensiNact Gateway and Management services are
dynamically installed in a BRAIN-IoT Fabric.
One of two approaches are available and currently being assessed:
1.

2.

The required sensiNact Gateway and Management functions are explicitly defined in a BRAIN-IoT
System description: this System pre-emptively deployed into the runtime environment by the BRAINIoT Operator.
sensiNact Gateway and Management components are actually elements of a ‘Smart Behaviour’ and so
dynamically installed into the BRAIN-IoT environment in response to an environmental trigger.

These options and concepts are fully explored in D3.3.
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4

Conclusions
With deliverable 4.2, a first version of the Brain IoT platform is available: Paremus Service Fabric and Eclipse
sensiNact have been adapted in order to execute together for providing a strong distributed middleware
for running the Brain IoT infrastructure.
Now that this first iteration has ended, the integration within the project use cases with the devices and
the smart behaviours is ongoing. The full integration will be released at the end of the project as part of
the deliverable 4.5.
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